English Pattern Pipe Axe

English Pipe Tomahawk Head: ......................... #Axe-Pipe-EP
A replica of an English Pattern pipe axe head, commonly imported in the 18th and early 19th centuries and widely copied by American blacksmiths. Investment cast head in a mild steel, which can be hardened after finishing. Pipe bowl is hollow to make drilling your hole an easy task. Head has an overall length of 6-1/8”. Handle sold separately.

* #Axe-Pipe-EP  English pipe tomahawk head only only $28.50
* #Handle-EP  18” maple pipe tomahawk handle only $20.99

Fancy Inlays, for decoration as shown in photo:

* #In-Dia-1-B  diamond inlay, brass only $.85
* #In-Dia-1-S  diamond inlay, nickel only $1.10

Ebony Stopper, small fiddle peg for upper end of smoking hole.

* #Horn-Stop-ES  small ebony fiddle peg only $1.99

Pewter casting grains, 1/4 lb. lead free Britannia metal:
Pour your own pewter inlays and decorative bands. One quarter pound bag of casting grains, lead free “Britannia” pewter, an alloy of tin and copper, will decorate many pipe tomahawks. Casting grains melt more easily than large ingots.

* #Pewter-CG  Pewter casting grains, .25 lb. only $5.99

For War & Peace: A History of the Pipe Tomahawk, DVD
Part 1 .......................................................... #DVD-HPT-1
First appearing during the second quarter of the 18th century, the pipe tomahawk was utilized for nearly 150 years for both war and peace on the American frontier. For War & Peace is the first presentation in a three part series which follows its development, combining interviews with historians and a detailed photographic study of important pipe tomahawks dating from the 1750’s to the 1850’s. DVD video format, 60 minutes.

* #DVD-HPT-1  DVD Pipe Tomahawk only $19.99

Instructions & Hints for Assembling Pipe Tomahawks
by G. & A. Gutchess .................................................. #Book-IHAPT
Our booklet covers many aspects of building replica 18th and early 19th century pipe tomahawks. Included are various techniques for putting holes in handles, pouring pewter inlays, installing silver inlays, and fitting up the heads. For those who are intimidated by the undertaking of building a muzzleloading firearm, a pipe tomahawk can be a good first project. Soft bound, 40 pages.

* #Book-IHAPT  Pipe Tomahawk instruction book only $13.99